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I.

BLACKCR^ _

In June 1983, the South Pacific Forum Fisheries Agency (FFA) conducted a

mont
h-lon g course at the Institute of Marine Resources (IMR) of the University
of the South Pacific, Fiji, in conjunction with the IMR and the International
Oceans institute (Australia) . The course focused on the conventions of the Law
of the Sea and the consequences to the Pacific Island nations of the adoption
of the provisions of that co nvention. The course was attended by Chief and
Principal Fisheries Officers of the region.
The countries represented included Papua New Guinea (4 participants),
Federated States of Micronesia (1 participant), Vanuatu (2 participants),
Solcmons (2 participants), Tonga (1 participant), Tuvalu (1 participant), Cook
Islands (1 partici pa nt), Western Samoa (1 participant), Fiji (1 participant),
and Kiribati (1 participant).
The Pacific Islands Development Program (PIDP), through its aquaculture
project, was approached to present a paper on aquaculture development in the
Pacific at this course. As a peripheral to the main paper presented at the
course, a questionnaire was designed to query these fisheries officers on their
perceptions and awareness of aquaculture. It was desirable to obtain feed-back
from such a high-level forum on the subject of aquaculture development in the
Pacific.

This was appropriate since PIDP was mandated to initiate an

aquaculture project by its Standing Committee, composed of heads of states in
the region. Input from the Fisheries Divisions' representatives was considered
to be extremely important in the development of this p roject.
The responses obtained from this forum can be used as a feed-back
mechanism to identify aquaculture issues that Pacific Islanders have deemed
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imp rtant. Results will assist PIDP in addressing these topics in Line with
their wishes and aspirations.
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II. ME T1 D5
The questionnaire was designed by PIDP's aquaculture project team. It was
given to participants of the FFA course on 30 May 1983. The participants were
given the evening to respond to it. Responses were collected the next day.
Upon return to Hawaii (2 June 1983), PIDP's aquaculture project staff tallied
the responses.

m
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III. RESULTS
Resronses to the questionnaire were tallied by country or by response
where appropriate.
1.

Do you think that aguac,lture will be a significant
industry in your country within the next five (5) years?
YES

2.

I

►_'i AY $E

Papua New Guinea

Solcrnons

Western Samoa

Fiji
Truk
Vanuatu

Tuvalu

Tonga
Vanuatu
Solanons
Cooks

Do you think that aquaculture will be a significant
industry in your country in the next twenty (20) years?
NO

!K}AY BE

YES
Papua New Guinea
Fiji

Solamons
Western Samoa

Tuvalu

Tonga
Cooks

Vanuatu

Truk
Vanuatu

g
3. Modern theory of technolo y transfer, especially in
a;uaculture, has centered around the "denonstratzon
project." Has this technology transfer vehicle been
successful in your country?

YS

DON' T iii

3301 N

Truk

Vanuatu

Tonga

IJ

2 T

Solanons
Western Samoa
Cooks
Vanuatu
Tuval u
Papua New Guinea

Fiji
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4.

Do you think the "demonstration project" method is
appropriate to establish an aquaculture industry?

Truk - "if all aspects of the
operation are demonstrated
and grasped by locals."

Solon,ons
Western Samoa
Cooks
Vanuatu
Tuvalu
Tonga
Papua New Guinea
Fiji.

5. Would you initiate or approve a project funded fry outside
aid if it had a nigh probability of terminating when funds
run out, with no long-term impact?

ME
No responses

All countries

a]

6. What is your opinion of outside short-term consultants.?
(Note: Responses fell into four cate g ories listed below;
* indicates response double entered).
0

RAP

RYIN2ME UNTRY

"do not bring them into the country."
"do not let then into the country."
"do not allow than into the country if they are
staying less than a month." *
ci

"do not allow then into the country if they are
staying less than a month."*
"mostly academics who do not appreciate conditions
in-country and are only in for a short period of
time to fully understand these."
" do not really understand the full story as their
stay is always too short."
"they should stay longer to study why things happen
in the country. Social and cultural factors are
involved here." *

"good if they have experience in countries similar to
ours."
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"do not really know what they are talking about.
Most have experience from different climates and
culture."
"they should stay longer to study why things happen
in the country. Soc ial and cultural factors are
involved here."*
0

MISCFr,LANE U .S RESPDNSES

"only if dealing on a very small scale."
"same as us bat are better at analyzing situations."
"be closely supervised."
"closely monitor their work or they would go wild
with their imagination."
7.

Have you benefited from their services?

Solomons - "to some extent"
"limited"
Papua New Guinea - "from some
"to a certain degree"
Fiji - "perhaps to some extent"
M
Vanuatu
Western Samoa
Cooks
FSM
L^i&Y F

Tonga
Vanuatu
Thvalu
8.

If no (or may be), how can this situation be changed so
that y ou could benefit?
"expose them more to local conditions and circu-nstances."
"proper feasibility first on small scale."
"have a thorough screening to get the people with the right
experience from similar places."
"they should stay longer to study why things Happen in the
country. Social and cultural factors are involved
here."
"let them undergo an induction into affairs/situations in
the country."
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9.

Do you think that subsistence aquaculture at the village
level is a viable proposition in the Pacific Islands
region?
Q
Solcno-.s
t1 A Y BE

Tonga
Vanuatu
YES
Vanuatu
Papua New Guinea
Western Samoa - "if they have the resources.
Cooks - "if they have the resources.'
Papua New Guinea - "because we have the resources."
Fiji - "for those with appropriate resources."
Solcmons - "for countries with limited local species
that could grow introduced ones without damage to
the environment."
Twalu - "if not labor or capital intensive."
FSM - "if it is a family affair."
10. flat would you identify as the key limiting factors of
a uaculture development in your country?
(tiote: Responses fell into four categories listed below;
* indicates response double entered).
0

RESOURCES

"resources." (2 responses)
"funding and available land. "*
0

FUING
"limited funding and little know-?taw/technology
transfer." *
"funding and economics."
"funding and success of past projects."
g
"fundin and available land." *
"funding and know-how" * (2 responses)
"prirmarily funding and feasibility studies."

o

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

"limited funding and little know-how/technoIogy
transfer. "*
"Eech ical know-how."
"funding and know-how" * (2 responses) "know-ho
transfer.''
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"primarily funding and proper feasibility
studies."
"proper studies that would show cropping sequence
to obtain best yields and stock do not stunt."
"funding and success of past projects." *
11.

;% h:.t type of assistance would be most useful to you in
developing your
uaculture industry?
(Note: Responses fell into three categories listed below;
* indicates response double entered).
o

FUNDING
"funding and technical know-) w . "
"funding and knok— how/technoloa , transfer."
"assistance that (places) greater emphasis on
funding and proper feasibility studies."
"funding and appropriate technolog . "*
"funding for extension work. "*
"just give us the money.
"funding."

x
O

TECNLJY

v' SF W TRAJ ITG

"funding and know— haw/technology transfer. "*
"funding and appropriate technolog y . "*
"funding and technical know-how. "*
"send locals for on-the-job training overseas not
only on technical but financial . anage ,ent of
projects."
"funding for extention work. "*
"extensive technical and management training."
"more research using local personnel."
o

Far.SIBILI'I' DES
"assistance that (places) g reater emphasis on
g
fundin and proper feasibility studies. "*
"evaluation for economic feasibility."
"studies of where we went wrong. "

12. What suggestions do you have for a regional-level project
that could benefit you?
(Note: Responses fell into three categories listed below;
* indicates response double entered).
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0

EVTLUATIO?
"evaluation of former projects to set us on right
footing."
"evaluation."

"see wiry most projects fall and try and improve."
"detail evaluation of feasibility, technically and
economically.
"resource assessment and project evaluation. "*
o

RESOURCE ASSESSII

"detailed resource assessment."
Ti
re curce assessment and project evaluation.
0

N1PI,

"'k

E v'I

"proper management of aquaculture projects."
"basis for better technical/financial rariagrient.
"basic technical and rnagient extension."
"manage ant of juaculr_are projects - workshop/
training course."

7.
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IV.

DISCUSSION

A surprising number of respondents did not feel that aquaculture would be
a significant industr

y

in five or twenty years. Almost no change was noted in

responses between the five and twenty years' predictions.
Almost all respondents replied negatively to the question on the
effectiveness of the "demonstration project" in their res pective countries.
g
This would indicate that this technolo y transfer vehicle may not be

appropriate or suitable in the Pacific islands. This hypothesis is supported
the responses to the question on appropriateness of demonstration projects
in aquaculture development. All, b t one, responded that they did not think it
r.

was appropriate.
The appropriateness of initiatin g projects with little chance of success

r•
was queried in question 5. All respondents indicated that they would not
initiate projects if long-term imj c s were doubtful.
The use of consultants was addressed in questions 6, 7, and 8. If judged
by the responses (see results sections) , the image of consultants is less than
untarnished. The major criticism of consultants was their short stay in
country and their cultural insensitivities. A f responded that consultants
should be barred from entry into the country.
The question on the benefits derived from the use of consultants ,met with
mixed responses. The respondents then presented various suggestions as to how
benefits could be obtained from use of consultants.
For subsistence aquaculture, most respondents thought it had potential in
the region. However, most tempered their response with a conditional comment.
The key limiting factors of aquaculture development were identified as (1)
resources, (2) funding, (3) technology transfer, and (4) management.

.
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Assistance that would be useful to develop aqua,culture closely paralleled the
above lister limiting factors. It included (1) funding, (2) technoloc
transfer/training, and (3) feasibility studies.
Finally, suggestions for a regional-level project were madeby
respondents. These suggestions included the general areas of (1) project
evaluation, (2) resource assessment, and (3) project management.
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is an educational institution established in Hawaii in
1960 by the United States Congress. The Center's mandate is "to promote better
relations and understanding among the nations of Asia, the Pacific, and the
United States through cooperative study, training, and research.

THE EAST-WEST CENTER

Each year nearly 2,000 graduate students, scholars, professionals in business and
government, and visiting specialists engage in research with the Center's international staff on major issues and problems facing the Asian and Pacific region.
Since 1960, more than 30,000 men and women from the region have participated
in the Center's cooperative programs.
The Center's research and educational activities are conducted in five institutes—
Communication, Culture Learning, Environment and Policy, Population, and
Resource Systems—and in its Pacific Islands Development Program, Open Grants,
and Centerwide Programs.
Although principal funding continues to come from the U.S. Congress, more than
20 Asian and Pacific governments, as well as private agencies and corporations,
have provided contributions for program support. The East-West Center is a public, nonprofit corporation with an international board of governors.

PACIFIC ISLANDS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The Pacific Islands Development Program (PIDP) at the East-West Center helps meet
the special development needs of the Pacific islands through cooperative research, education, and training. Its quality in-depth research provides island leaders with information
on alternative strategies to reach development goals and meet the needs of the island
peoples.
PIDP serves as the secretariat for the Pacific Islands Conference, a heads of government organization, and for the Standing Committee, composed of eight island leaders.
PIDP's projects—requested and reviewed by the Standing Committee—respond to the development themes discussed at the First (1980) and Second (1985) Pacific Islands Conference. This process is unique within the East-West Center and in other research and
educational organizations serving the Pacific.
Since 1980 PIDP has conducted research and training in nine areas: appropriate
government systems, aquaculture, disaster preparedness and rehabilitation, energy,
faculty development, indigenous business development, nuclear waste disposal, regional
cooperation, and roles of multinational corporations in the Pacific tuna industry.
At its Tenth Meeting in January 1986, the Standing Committee endorsed a set of new
projects for PIDP. These are health and nutrition, roles of multinational corporations—
petroleum marketing and supply, Pacific youth, policy analysis, role of the private sector
in Pacific development, and urban and rural life.
EAST-WEST CENTER
The East-West Center is a public, nonprofit educational institution with an international board of governors. Some 2,000 research fellows, graduate students, and professionals in business and government each year work with the Center's international staff
in cooperative study, training, and research. They examine major issues related to population, resources and development, the environment, culture, and communication in
Asia, the Pacific, and the United States. The Center was established in 1960 by the U.S.
Congress, which provides principal funding. Support also comes from more than 20
Asian and Pacific governments, as well as private agencies and corporations.

